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Wing Ding 43 
June 28 – July 2, 2021  Shreveport  

Louisiana Convention Center 

Next year we will be plan-
ning a trip to Wing Ding 
43 as a Chapter B group. 
Contact Tom or Dave if 
you are interested in going 
with us to Shreveport 
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Tom & Merrilee Peck  
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423-494-9818 (Cell) 

tomkatpeck@msn.com 

Chapter Store 
Pat Talley (Chuck) 

423-494-1194 
talleylakeside@gmail.com 

Assistant Chapter Directors 
Stanley & Patty Rinehart 

423-912-0848 
stanleyrinehart@bellsouth.net 

From Your Senior Chapter B Directors 
Tom & Merrilee Peck 

Game Night Coordinator 
Linda Bridges (Mike) 

865-607-1353 
redsmycolor@live.com 

“Individual of the Year” 2021 
Robert Burnett 
865-742-1598 

Treasurer 
Barbara Sowder (Bill) 

423-489-4387 
bbsowder@hotmail.com 

“Couple of the Year” 2021 
 

Bill & Barbara Sowder 
423-489-4387 
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carworksofknoxville@yahoo.com 

Hi Everyone, 
 
Seems like this summer has flown by, here we are going into August 
and it’s usually the hottest month of the summer time. Thankful for the 
Lake because riding in this heat is not as much fun as could be. The 
best way to deal with the hot summer days is to do your riding in the late 
afternoon. Still lots of daylight after the sun goes down to enjoy your 
motorcycle adventure.  
Wing Ding for 2022 has been announced as WD 43 moves to Shreve-
port, Louisiana. I have already made my reservations for next year and 
hope many of you will do the same. As always we will plan a Chapter B 
group ride and make a fun trip down and back for everyone. Consider 
marking your calendars for the end of June and the July 4th time peri-
od and join us for the Annual Gold Wing convention. 
 
Chapter B has a special incentive for attending Wing Ding, we have had 
3 winners of the Gold Wing Grand Prize in Chapter B since 2007, just 
ask Diane Skeens if she ever thought she would ever have her ticket. 
drawn for this year’s Grand Prize. 
 
If you do venture out in the hot weather make sure you take the neces-
sary precautions to keep yourself hydrated. There  are several methods 
you can take advantage of, one always drink plenty of water, 2 take sev-
eral breaks, 3 cover up, you would be surprised how keeping your bare 
skin in the shade really helps and last a Dairy Queen stop will always 
cool things down!!                 
 
Special Reminder: Stay Hydrated drink plenty of water. Your life de-
pends on it. 

 
 
 
 
 

Tom & Merrilee 
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Social Coordinator 
Doretha Thompson (John) 

865-603-0372 
jrt26westover@att.net 



 

 

 Assistant Chapter Directors  

Stanley & Patty Rinehart 
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I hope everyone is finding ways to escape the heat, it’s temps like the ones we 

are having that makes it tough to get out and ride, but if you do, make sure 

you stay hydrated. Patty and I have not had much of a chance to ride but 
with the heat that we have been having not sure I would hold up very long 

anyway. As far as the ride schedule, there are plenty of open spots for August 

so hopefully someone has a suggestion for a ride; if so, just get with Wally 

and he can make it happen. I want to thank everyone that made the trip last 

weekend and captured the East Tennessee Traveling plaque from Chapter T. 
I had really wanted to make this one but work got in the way again. Chasing 

the Plaques can be a lot of fun and a good chance to catch up with friends or 

make new ones from other Chapters and, if I’m not mistaken, Chapter T also 

has the Tennessee Traveling plaque so we may have the chance to grab an-

other one. We will be making the East TN Traveling Plaque available for 
capture at our September meeting, again thank you to all that participated.  

We were able to go to one of the dinner rides a couple of weeks ago, the Ta-

nasi Bar and Grill in Loudon, it was a nice selection from Emily and it made 

for a nice afternoon with a really great bunch of friends and anytime we can 

mix food and Chapter B together it’s going to be fun. If anyone wants, they 
can pick a place to go from the Life Style cards and get with Wally to set it up. 

As always, we look forward to seeing everyone at next week’s meeting.  
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Who are Bert & Judy Truax? 

We both were raised in the state of New York. Bert was a country boy who loved cars. Racing, 
driving, building and anything fun. Bert put his love of cars into learning how to be a mechanic 
of many sorts. He also drove many types of vehicles. His jobs allowed him to move around a lot 
to Tennessee, Alaska, Alabama, Florida and back to Tennessee. Bert has two grown kids, a son 

here in Knoxville and a daughter in Florida. Both of his kids deal with automobiles in some 
fashion like fixing or selling (new). 

Judy on the other hand studied Art in high school and sought the military to help finance her 
college education. Judy spent 10 years and 8 months in the Marine Corps, so her college degree 
took a back burner. She traveled to California, Hawaii, and Tennessee all with the military and 
civil service jobs. She married a TN transplant and decided to settle here to raise her two now 

grown children. Both have settled in the East TN area. 

Bert and Judy met through a family member about six years ago and realized they had a lot in 

common and enjoyed each other’s company. Bert was divorced for about 7 years and Judy was 
a widow of 5 years. So jokingly we talk about a country boy meeting a city girl both from NY 
here in TN. Our joint interests are traveling, crafting in his shop, caring for our fur baby, and 
camping. 

In our retired years we work on various projects. Bert will still tinker on any kind of motor but 
has picked up woodworking. He also likes to build 1/5th sized Remote Controlled vehicles. He 
loves to fish go camping and of course ride his motorcycle. Judy loves to craft in many different 

areas, walk for pleasure and health and spend time with family. I am OK just being a passenger 
on the motorcycle, but I also love to go explore and go on more rides. 

Article submitted by Doretha Thompson 
Chapter B Social Coordinator 
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 What an exciting trip it was for us! Never in our lifetime have we ever taken a trip like this in a car! But we 
were determined to do this brave thing on a motorcycle! So, on June 16, 2021, at 1:00 pm, in the heat of 
the day we started our adventurous trip with this guy they call Slappy Dog, our leader!  We started off 
with four motorcycles and five people. We picked up some more people in other states and ended up with 
ten bikes and eleven people. All of us were Goldwing Riders. Our destination was Colorado, Springs to 
the top of Pikes Peak! 

So off we go not knowing where we will stay or when we will stop! Because of this reason John was de-
termined to ride close behind Slappy Dog. He said he was not going to get lost because we had no idea 
where we were going. Only Slappy Dog, one other person and we had communication. We three were up 
front together. It was too bad for the people in the back! If you got lost sorry for you! That did happen to 
the same guy twice. A Long story short but we got him back. Those were alarming moments!  

We rode a long hard 10 hours our first day. We went through 5 states, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, 
Mississippi and landed somewhere in West Memphis, Arkansas where we looked for shelter.   On June 
17th   we hit the road at 5:00 am. Rode 475 mile to Lawton, Oklahoma. We bunked down there for the 
evening, Slappy’s brother entertained us with food, drinks, and music. We had a grand time. 

On June 18th Kickstands were up and off at 6:00 am. We rode 447 miles through Texas, New Mexico 
and landed in Trinidad, Colorado. 

On June 19th Kickstands were up and off at 6:00 am. After driving 135 miles we hit our destination Colo-
rado, Springs! Our rooms were not ready yet, so we dropped the trailers and headed to the beautiful 
Pikes Peak Mountains. The scenery was gorgeous and breath taking up there. I really mean breath tak-
ing! The air was thin up there I couldn’t breathe and was dizzy. The ride up was steep with two lines. All 
the motorcycles got hot.  There were no railings beside the high mountain drop off. It was scary, exciting, 
and beautiful all at the same time!  Looking from the top of Pikes Peak is an indescribable beauty. 

Another interesting thing happened on the Peak I will l never forget. I dropped my cell phone in Portable 
toilet! Now, you know what that was like. My first instinct was to get my phone! My husband just looked at 
me like you are on your own. I reluctantly got it out. After all that it did not work anymore. So, I bought a 
new one. We spent several days riding through and around the Colorado and Utah Mountains. Looking at 
the wide-open view from a motorcycle is unexplainable! The different colors, heights, widths, sizes, 
shapes, carvings of the mountains and rocks all had their uniqueness. Riding the curvy, winding roads 
through all this beauty God made, viewing high peaks, low valleys calming creeks, gigantic boulders 
open dusty plains, with the wind blowing on us brought such freedom, peace, and tranquility.  

From June 16-27 we rode 3,994 miles. We averaged riding about 8-10 hours per day. We went through 
13 states and stayed 12 different places. We had bear encounters, lost and sick people, break downs, 
people needing to use the restroom in the middle of nowhere, mad people, scared people, fun people, 
happy people, laughing people and one beautiful female! Every night we had to scrounge around to find 
rooms! Despite it all We had great fellowship with lasting memories.  Through it all I will sum it up as a 
most adventurous, exciting, astounding ride! 

John and Doretha’s Adventurous Colorado Trip June 16-27, 2021 



 

 

Our first overnight ride for the year is scheduled for September 24, 25, and 26 to Helen, 
GA.  We will leave from the Weigel’s in Lenoir City at the corner of Hwy 321 and US 70 
at 0830 Sept 24, please have tank filled, bladder’s emptied and a smile on your 
face’s.  We are staying at the Cornelia, GA Hampton Inn,  I have a contract for 20 rooms 
and 15 of them are booked.  We have a rate of $125 per night and have till September 10 
to keep this rate, and have a cancellation date of September 22nd .  This trip is scheduled 
during Octoberfest around the area,  I don’t think the color will be showing but am pretty 
sure the temperature’s will be milder.   
 

The route will head down 411S to Hwy 64/74E heading toward the Ocoee River 
(beautiful) to Cooper Hill, and then head down GA 5 to Blue Ridge, GA.  Here is “da 
idea”, we stop at Blue Ridge Dam and have a “Pick a Nick”.  I would like to do a old time 
“Pick a Nick”, we will have a menu, where everyone brings “a” item, such as a loaf of 
bread, or pack of cheese, or mayo, etc. and individually wrapped chips and maybe some-
one will bring homemade cookies.  So one person is not loaded up will lots of stuff to 
bring.  After our pick a nick we will head down hwy 60, gentle ups and downs and turns 
to hwy 180 at Suche’s GA and head up to “Brasstown Bald” State Park, you can look up 
on their website.  We will park at the bottom of the Bald, it was $3 per person admission, 
and take a bus to the top,  or you can walk a .6 mile trail with benches to the top, (not me) 
good idea to bring camera’s.  The only problem is, when we went there yesterday, the bus 
to the top was stopped due to the Covid-19, I will check with office to see if it is open at 
ride time.  From the Bald it is 12 miles to Helen and 20 minutes to Cornelia.  We will 
check in to the Hotel,  and rest, and I have a suggestion to eat at the Mexican restaurant 
that is about 100 yards walk from the Hotel.  We have eaten here before, great food and 
Margarita’s are awesome.  Cards afterwards if everyone is up for it. 
 

On day two, we will get a quick breakfast, should be a full one, and head to Helen early, 
where the parking is plentiful, there is a $2 dollar honor system for downtown park-
ing.  There are a few places that are a must and one is the Hensel and Gretel’s candy shop, 
all home made and you gain five pounds just walking in to the store.  We can wander 
around and maybe gather for lunch, one suggestion is the Troll restaurant, which has 
enough room to seat all of us and clean restrooms.  There also is one thing to think about, 
what time is the Vols/Gator game, afternoon or evening, some may want to head to the 
Hotel to watch the game,  other may want to ride around the area.  There are some great 
waterfalls close and some great little towns, such are Dawsonville or Dahlonega to ride 
to.  Depending on what time the game is, presents us with options for dinner, if the game 
is evening we could order pizza’s and watch the game in the lobby.  If a restaurant is war-
ranted then they have a Longhorn really close to the Hotel or other places as well.  You 
can go to ”TripAdvisor”  to Cornelia restaurants to check out what they have. 
 

Day three, John T and I need to get some more Vidalia Onion Steak Sauce, and we can eat 
at the Dillard House, (check out their website) the draw is either an awesome breakfast or 
early brunch.  Then we will head to Cherokee and top off and head over the Smokies to 
either Townsend or Gatlinburg which is either closest to your home.  This will be a slow 
and fun paced ride, which I am calling the “stretchy pants ride”, no counting points, we 
will eat good and have a great time.  

                                                            Wally                       
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       . 
       August is usually the hottest month of the year and brings special con-
cerns for us in motorcycle land. Car and truck drivers will be isolating them-
selves from the heat with "rolled" up windows and air conditioning keeping 
them comfortable. Also, they are more likely to come into your lane as they're 
not hearing most outside roadway sounds. I've also found that many newer 
cars with blind spot monitoring devices DO NOT recognize motorcycles. 
    Another problem we face here in East Tennessee are the Moto-tourists com-
ing from outside of our region and often not paying proper attention to the 
roadway and having more concern looking for various attractions. Watch out 
for those RV's, cars, and vehicles with travel trailers with out of state license 
plates. Sudden lane changes, etc. should be on your mind. Remember, in the 
motorcycle world SIZE MATTERS! 
    Above all, we need to keep that extreme heat in mind. Carry a soft cooler 
with bottles of cold water to stay hydrated. Heat exhaustion and heat stroke 
can happen quickly. Wear ventilated armored riding jackets for protection from 
the roadway as well as keeping your forearms covered to prevent rapid dehy-
dration. Different types of cooling wraps and evaporative cooling vests under 
your jacket will also help keep your body temperature normal. Often, frequent 
breaks when the temps go to 85 and above makes for a much safer 
ride.                                                                                                                      
                   Until next time, ride safer 
                                                                                                                             

                                           Jerry 



 

 

Technical Coordinator: Chris Harden 
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Trike  Suspension : 
     More and more people are converting to riding trikes instead of 2 wheels and with this come some interest-
ing challenges. To begin with a trike modifies the original intent of a motorcycle meaning they add on to the 
motorcycle to make it work. When they do this most manufacturers bolt a kit on the rear, the key word is bolt 
on so after a period of time and moving around the bolts can work loose causing a loose feeling in the rear sus-
pension. The big problem is, this can come on so gradually that you will not realize it until it’s too late and 
damages something or breaks a link or support. What is recommended by the industry as a whole is to, at a 
minimum, 1 time a year to try to resecure the bolts holding kit to frame and check any supports on the kit and 
differential mounting bolts. This could make a big difference in how it drives and handles.  
     
Tire pressure on a trike tire is different than 2 wheeler in the aspect you’ re running two car tires on rear design 

for the weight of a car, so to soften the ride and keep the bounce out, it’s recommended to have rear tires set on 

20-22 lbs. and Tom and myself have had several discussions about front tire pressure on the front of Gold-

wing's and found the ideal tire pressure is 42  It gives a good steer feel and improves tire wear about 25% .   
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East Tennessee Sec-
tional Plaque will be 
available Sept 7th at 
our Regularly 
scheduled Chapter 
Gathering 

Saturday July  24th 
Chp T Meeting 



 

 

 
Bilt Spirit H2O jacket, lady’s size large, brand new, MSRP $299.99, 

asking $50. 

 

Dyna Beads for tire balancing, new, (with TPMS system in our bike, 
we can’t use these), asking $10 

 
Haul Master Ball Mount Hitch, 2” drop, class III, almost new, 

MSRP $16, asking $10. 

 
Haul Master Trailer Coupler, 5/8” pin loc, almost new, MSRP $11, 

asking $5. 

     
Honda 2012 Gold Wing headlight assemblies, left & right, asking $200 for both. 

 

HeliBars Tour Performance handlebar risers for 2018+ Honda 
GL1800.  Very-good condition, only used a short time (replaced 

with the Helibars Handlebar system), MSRP $129.00, asking $75/
OBO 

 
 

  

Items for sale, contact Brian Richards, 865-249-6173 or barljr@att.net 
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I have a set of centramatic 
balancers for a 2010 two 
wheeler asking $225. Brand 
new. See Scott Seal  

Items For Sale 

mailto:barljr@att.net


 

 

Layered Pudding Delight  
 
Ingredients: 
14 whole graham crackers 
 

1 Pkg. (6 serving size) 
JELL-O Brand 
Vanilla Flavor instant 
Pudding and Pie filling  
 

2 cups cold milk 
 
1 Cup thawed Birds Eye Cool Whip 
Whipped Topping 
 
1 Can (21 OZ) Cherry Pie Filling 
 
Line 9-inch square pan with Whole graham crackers 
Breaking crackers if necessary. 
Prepare pudding mix with milk as directed on package for pudding 
Let stand 5 minutes then blend in whipped topping 
Spread half the pudding mixture over the crackers 
Add another layer of crackers, top with remaining pudding mixture 
and crackers Spread cherry pie filling over top layer of crackers. 
 
Chill 3 hours.  
Bon Appetit  14 

Ladies, please submit some of 
your favorite Recipes to Merrilee 
so they can be used here in this 
section and we  can share them 
with all our Chapter B members 

Submitted by Patty Rinehart 
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Merrilee Peck    8/20 
Peanut                8/26 
Robert Burnett  8/28 

Over the years Chapter B has chosen the Lifestyle program as not only a great fund 
raiser but provides a good excuse to get together for a ride. You all know how much 
fun it is to enjoy a new place to eat in our area. With the pandemic we experienced 
last year it pretty much shut down our Restaurant Rating activities. Most locations 
offer a buy one and get one free so one card for each couple works best, individuals 
always get 1/2 off a menu item. The pocket saver costs $20 and the chapter keeps $6 
of this for their favorite fund raising effort. The more the merrier as we schedule din-
ner rides using our Lifestyle cards, hope you all participate again this year.  
 
I will have extra cards available at the Dinner outing, you may purchase your card then.    

Call Wally and let him know your next suggestion 
for our next night out using our Lifestyle cards 

Roy & Joyce Jennings  8/2 
Bert & Judy Truax       8/8 
Steve & Diane Skeens   8/10 



Chapter M meets the 2nd Tuesday each month.  
Eat at 6:00  pm meeting at 7:00 pm..                 
Chapter M meets at Shoney’s 1100 Highway 321 
Lenoir City, just off I-75 exit 81,  CD Brian & 
Loretta Richards 865-249-6173 

Chapter A2 meets the 3rd Monday each month 
at Shoney's 1021 Lamar Alexander Pkwy 
Maryville, Eat at 6pm Meeting at 7pm. Chapter 
Directors Bob Mack Jr. and Margie Pagano 865-
376-5090. 

Chapter F meets the  3rd Thursday Golden Cor-
ral, 2905 West Andrew Johnson Highway,  
Morristown, TN 37814. Eat 6:30 pm/Meet 7:30 
pm CD  Gene & Donna Dunn 631-848-9435 

Chapter T meets the 4th Saturday Each month  
at the Down Home Restaurant, 7755 Rutledge 
Pike, Rutledge TN 37861 
Eat at 11:00 am/Meet at 12;:00 Pm  CD: Lee Ann 
& Wilburn Hayes 423-497-2945 

 

We have several Chapter Shirts, you can choose the one you 
like. Pat can order or you can purchase on 
your own and we can get the embroidering 

done for you. 
 

Place your Order with Pat Talley 
Give me a call, email me or see you at the next meeting 

INVENTORY CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING:   
Tennessee visitation pins (Shape of State)........$4.00 ea. 

  TN-B Hanger Bars …........................................   2.00 
    Red/ White 4” GWRRA Patch …..…….……  6.00 
  Black/Gold 4" GWRRA Patch.........................   6.00 
  Black/Gold l0" GWRRA Patch.......................  14.00 
  Red/White  l0" GWRRA Patch.......................  14.00 
  Blue & Red District Patch ……………………   5.00 

  TN District Pin   ……………………………….. 4.00 
Chapter B 25 Year Patch..........Free to Chapter B members 
 

We can order so many more goodies - such as - a GWRRA Mouse Pad 
for your computer, GWRRA Ball Caps in various colors, Coasters, 
Earrings, Logo Vest Clip Chains, License Plates, Bolo Ties, Happy 
Face Antenna Ball - and so much more (just too much to list here). 

 
LET'S GO SHOPPING!  
See the “Quarter Master” 

    Pat Talley 

              423-562-1962 or talleylakeside@gmail.com 

Chapter B meets the 1st Tuesday each month at 
Shoney’s Clinton Exit 122 off I-75 North  
Eat at 6:00 pm meeting  at 7:00 pm.  
Call Tom & Merrilee Peck  
423-907-9712 / 423-494-9818 

Chapter C meets the 3rd Tuesday each month at 
Bob Evans, I-26 Boone’s Creek Exit, Kingsport, 
Eat at 6:00pm and start the Gathering at 7:00pm. 
TN  Tom & Carolyn Jarrell  
423-383-0339 

Chapter C2 meets the 3rd Thursday at  Eat at 
6:30 pm The new place is Ruby Tuesdays, 2316 
N Main St, Crossville, TN.  Meeting at 7:00 pm 
Chapter Director is Randy Ryan. 985-201-3791 
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Lets Visit 

http://goo.gl/maps/W2mlx
http://goo.gl/maps/W2mlx
http://goo.gl/maps/W2mlx
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   Chapter B Ride Schedule Submitted by Wally 7/29/21 

 

August 

3rd …. Shoney’s Restaurant 2405 Andersonville Hwy, Clinton, TN Exit 122 off                 

I-75 (Rt. 61 Museum exit) Eat at 6:00 PM & our social starts promptly at 7:00 PM  

21st …… Ride to Cumberland Gap….Chris to lead,  Where : Meet at Rural King Park-

ing lot  7340 Norris hwy, Knoxville, TN 37918 

Time  : Kick stands up at 10:00 am. 

will leave and travel up Hwy 33 towards Tazewell TN and onward to Harrogate TN pick-
ing up people at the Hardees coming out of Lafollette area.  It should take us about an-

hour to get there. After gathering the group up,  go to the visitors center and then in to 
Angelo’s in the gap for lunch. After lunch we will travel the Pinnacle Overlook and stop 
at the visitors center before traveling on to Middlesboro KY turning left on Hwy 74 to 90 
towards Morley TN where we will Catch Hwy 25 back to  Lafollette TN stopping at Dairy 
Queen for a Ice Cream. 

************* 

September 

4 th ... Natural Tunnel, VA …... pack a lunch, TBA when and where to start.... Stan to 

lead 

7 th …. Shoney’s Restaurant 2405 Andersonville Hwy, Clinton, TN Exit 122 off                 

I-75 (Rt. 61 Museum exit) Eat at 6:00 PM & our social starts promptly at 7:00 PM 

18th….. ride to Bea’s Restaurant in Chattanooga, leave Wally’s house at 0930…806 N 

Kingston Ave, Rockwood 

24, 25, 26 …..3 day ride to Helen, Ga…. We will leave the Weigel’s before Lenoir City 

( @ 70/321 ) at 0830 sharp, Sept 24th 

************* 

October  

October 5 th …. Shoney’s Restaurant 2405 Andersonville Hwy, Clinton, TN Exit 122 off  
I-75 (Rt. 61 Museum exit) Eat at 6:00 PM & our social starts promptly at 7:00 PM 

************** 

November 

2nd … Shoney’s Restaurant 2405 Andersonville Hwy, Clinton, TN Exit 122 off                  
I-75 (Rt. 61 Museum exit) Eat at 6:00 PM & our social starts promptly at 7:00 PM  


